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Program (day 4)

 Everything is “e”, “d”(digital/digitalization) and “AI” (artificial intelligence)

 Digital opportunities 

 SaaS

 GMB

 Social networks

 Gamification

 …. 



Everything is “e”

 Do cliches work? What does it mean that everything is “e”?

 Factors that changed significantly the landscape: 

 Productivity growth, 

 marginal cost=0, 

 symmetrical information, 

 transaction costs close to 0

 Have we seen that model before? And what can the history teach us 
(besides the well-known fact that nobody learns from it)?

 The cases of Minitel (France) and Prestel (UK)

 What we can project for AI? 



Surprising or not – e-service before 
Internet – and in France? 



Lessons learnt from a long standing 
innovation yet not well-known? 

 FReemium business model – as opposed to Prestel in UK (users had to buy 
the devices) 

 Network effect (the service adds higher value as you have higher number 
of customers)

 The switching costs to a new technology is higher if you have high adoption 
rate of the old technology

 This later was seen in many countries in Eastern Europe where the mobile phone 
diffusion was slower in countries with high penetration rates of fixed telephones

 New technologies change all businesses, including political activism 
(remember 1986 student protests in France, coordinated via Minitel and the 
Arab spring, coordinated through social networks) 



What does it mean “e”

 Electricity, mobility, batteries, PVs => e means g(reen)?

 Electronic (internet, various protocols, including mobile telephony – xG (again 
“g”), satellite telephony, GPS linked (again “g”)

 “e” is often “d” (digital): e implies the process of transformation of a(nalogue) to 
d(igital). In manufacturing that was a long 20-25 years process of adding sensors 
to old machines that capture all milestones and provide machine-readable 
information for management of the production process. 

 “e” is even more often “d”(atabases): aggregating, structuring and managing 
large-scale data derived from customers and operations. 

 “e” is by all means “m”(obilE)

 “e” is embeddedness of all of the above in “e”verything (appliances, cars, 
houses, roads, etc)



How should I prepare to these 
dramatic changes? 

 Google Digital Garage - Learn Digital Skills with Free Training - Google 
Digital Garage (161 online courses)

 Design Thinking - Get Started with Design Thinking — Stanford d.school (this 
is an approach to the problems and creative attitude)

 Experiment with different “e”s – create an online shop (develop yourself or 
use SaaS), implement a CRM or ERP, design a digital marketing campaign, 
prototype an app, 

 Even if you are running or planning a physical object you can still benefit 
(significantly) from Google My Business

 Include in your business planning process the digital or “e” perspective



Google Digital Programs

 Personal growth

 Business

 Startups

 Teachers

 Youtube creators (these could be also entrepreneurs, teachers or business)

 Android developers 

 Nonprofits 

 Cultural organizations



Skill-shop



Case study: Google My Business 



Statistics



Statistics (geography and calls?)



Statistics (more…)



Let’s do some brainstorming

 Based on all the work you have done so far – what do you think you will need as 
a e-service and e-skills? 

 Identify them within the Google Garage digital learning and start!

 Make or buy decision – the famous economic question! 
 What are the functional requirements of your e-shop or e-service web-site? 

 How do you do requirements engineering? 

 What would be the costs, risks and time-frame for you doing it inside and what are the 
major touchpoints in negotiating it with a digital agency? 

 Develop a site from scratch or use SaaS (for Bulgarian case it will be 
Shopiko/Superhosting service)

 Lesson learnt: Communication is important and most often the projects fail 
because you need something else compared to what the contractor 
understood you want. 



Case Study of SaaS















Benefit of SaaS

 No need to develop anything 

 Just select from various options and localize

 The combinations are so many that your site could look original

 You can focus on your value proposition not on technical details

 You can learn from best practices included in the functionalities 

 You can have a mock-up in a matter of days

 You have various integrations – payment, logistics, export/import for 
managing listings, etc. 

 Once your business model and products are validated you can think about 
custom solutions



The importance of being sequential

 Adverting budgets always matter, yet… you might be able to buy-pass 
them at the preparatory phase (when considering which strategy to adopt)

 If you plan carefully the milestones in a raw so they are reinforcing 
themselves iteratively 

 At early stages of your business and digital presence

 Your growth could be quicker than others (say social network profiles/pages etc) 
and you could appear in particular ratings

 If your company is rated N1, 2 or 3 this is “news”, which in itself could be 
distributed and get more traction – say with engagement campaign 

 Then this could lead to a particular success, which then generates news and 
attention 



Again… use your social bases 

 Link-building is expensive, but you can always go back to school or 
university to give a guest lecture and to ask/expect this to be mentioned at 
the web-site and social media

 Ask the university to send the news to the media (not you) as media tend to 
pay attention to the university than a random start-up. Send it in a ready PR 
format (with links in-builded) so media could just copy-paste it (in worst 
case scenario)

 Check and tag yourself in social media of the hosts and guarantee that at 
least a few of your former classmates or current students, who attended the 
lecture will be responding, liking, sharing, etc. 

 Look at trends.google.com for more insights



Time to reflect: what do you know 
from your personal experience? 
What advice you would provide to your colleagues? 



Seeing this picture again from another 
perspective – how to reach them digitally? 



Let’s listen to one entrepreneur
who is going to Erasmus exchange



Thank you!


